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BUILDING A
JEWEL BOX
IN THE SKY

FEATURE

SCAFFOLD & ACCESS INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION (SAIA)
2018 SUPPORTED PROJECT OF THE YEAR

3D DESIGN
CHALLENGES
SUCCESSFULLY MET
The 2018 Scaffold & Access Industry Association (SAIA) Supported
Project of the Year award was presented to D.H. Charles Engineering, Inc.
for the Universal Volcano Bay project.

BY JOSH RUBERO, P.E.
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lorida is a relatively flat
state, and Universal Studios
decided that their next
water park was to have a 180-foottall volcano as its focus. With the
waterslides snaking around, inside,
and through the volcano, full access
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to the interior and exterior surfaces
was needed to finish all surfaces.
D.H. Charles Engineering was
contracted by Brace Integrated Services
to provide a three-dimensional file,
two-dimensional scaffold plans, and
backup calculations outlining the

adequacy of an access scaffold system
to reach all interior and exterior
volcano surfaces while re-setting posts
several times around, and over, the
extensive waterslide system. The threedimensional computer-aided design
(CAD) file was integrated into the
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general contractor’s building
information modeling (BIM)
program to review and update
the scaffold system as necessary
to ensure full access to all
locations while considering all
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waterslide and different support
conditions.
D.H. Charles Engineering
started the design process in
June of 2016, and the scaffold
was dismantled in February

of 2017. Although the design
process started in June, the
plans were not completed
until the end of August.
During the design phase,
the combination of the 3D

structure and 3D scaffold on
it proved excessive as every
click on the computer took
15 to 20 seconds for the 3D
image to regenerate. Given
how extensive the scaffold

was, there were tens of
thousands of clicks required
to complete the program.
The typical design takes one
week, but for this project,
three months were needed
to complete the full scope of
the design work.
The intent of the scaffold
system was to provide access
to all interior and exterior
surfaces of the Volcano
to allow for the shotcrete
and paint to be applied.
A BetaMax man lift was
used inside the Volcano
to provide efficient worker
access to each of the deck
levels.
During the scaffold
installation modifications
were needed to address new
post conditions over each
individual scaffold post's
height. Specific engineering
was needed when an
individual post was modified
to reset more than two
times over its height. Due
to the size of the scaffold,
and how unrealistic it was
to span the whole Volcano
with scaffold, scaffold posts
were installed through
the Volcano skin, which
simultaneously allowed
close access below and
above the skin while
minimizing how excessive
the scaffold could have
been. Once the shotcrete
had been installed on the
Volcano, the scaffold was
dismantled, and finish
shotcrete was patched at the
post locations to ensure a
full, watertight skin.
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